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We speak so much of memory because there is so little of it left. -Pierre Nora 
 
Fig. 1 
Between 1990-1992 I lived near the northeast border of Jerusalem, in a mountainside 
neighborhood called ​The French Hill​, facing the Judean desert. Across the valley, was a Palestinian 
village called ​Isawiya​. Isawiya was an easy 15-20 minute walk, however I had never gone there. By the 
time I was four or five,  I had never met a person from Issawiya, but I had concrete ideas about the place 
and its people. When the view was clear of sandstorms, we could see the dead sea at the edge of the 
landscape. A little before it, and to the left was Jericho, a biblical city with tall palm trees emerging from 
the desert mountain and a big shiny casino called ׳Oasis.׳ I never actually went into Jericho, except for 
one time we took the wrong turn and ended up inside the Palestinian territory. I remember the sense of 
uneasiness, ​replaced with relief when​ finding the way out. ​Right ​outside of Jericho, on the side of the road 
to the Dead Sea, were neighboring parking lots with merchants selling ceramic vessels. These 
Middle-Eastern vessels came in different sizes, made of local clay, and fired but not glazed. Jericho is 
located 82 ft below sea level which makes it the lowest city in the world.​  It is also known to be the oldest 
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inhabited city in the world​ ​and so much ancient pottery was found there. The vessels from the side of the 
road are often seen as a “replica” of the ones found in the archeological digs in Jericho. Yet the two are 
made locally, with the same clay, maintaining some aspects of tradition that have been used for thousands 
of years. Seeing them as part of an ongoing lineage reveals their cultural transformation: from innovative 
and crucial instruments of the ancient world, to agents of representation in modern life. Perhaps, the 
relationship between the archaeological object and its replica is anchored in the fundamental role of the 
vessel to carry something in it: whether it is food, water, or a memory, these vessels are storytellers of a 
culture.   
 
Within this paper I will ​explore my Arab-Jewish identity by confronting the historical 
development of that term.​ I will look at the ways in which collective memory ​and photography are 
utilized to construct images used as colonizing tools to assimilate Arab-Jews into Israel and Palestine after 
1948 as part of Zionist Ideology.​ ​In an effort to explore productive forms of collective memory, I will 
investigate​ the way food and hospitality are used as a vehicle ​to strengthen this cultural diaspora​. I will 
conclude by discussing my thesis installation ​in which the gallery is activated by food preparation and 









 Arab Jews 
 
The term ​Arab Jew​ (Arabic: الیهود العرب​ al-Yahūd al-ʿArab; Hebrew: יהודים ערבים​ Yehudim `Aravim) refers 
to Jews living in or originating from Arab countries around the world. Most of the population was either 
forced out, fled or voluntarily left these countries after the founding of Israel in 1948. The term ​Arab Jew 
has become part of the language of post-Zionism and was first introduced by Professor Ella Shohat, an 
Iraqi-Jew scholar for Cultural and Middle Eastern Studies at NYU. Shohat, who has written extensively 
on colonialism, feminism and representation of the Middle East, argues that the Zionist state did not 
accept the Arab-Jewish history as part of its narrative. Rather, it was on a mission to remove the 
“Arabness” from the Arab Jew.  Shohat also argues that the use of the term Mizrahim (a popular term for 1
Jews of Arab decent meaning “easterners”) is, in some sense, a Zionist achievement in that it created a 
single unified identity separated from the Islamic world. Emily Benichou Gottreich argues that the term 
Arab Jew was used to push back against both Zionism and Arab nationalism, which tended to view the 
categories of Jews and Arabs as mutually exclusive, and was a way to show solidarity with the 
Palestinians.  In 1975, the French Tunisian writer and essayist, Albert Memmi said: 2
The term "Arab Jews" is obviously not a good one. I have adopted it for convenience. I simply wish to underline that as 
natives of those countries called Arab and indigenous to those lands well before the arrival of the Arabs, we shared 
with them, to a great extent, languages, traditions and cultures ... We would have liked to be Arab Jews. If we 
abandoned the idea, it is because over the centuries the Moslem Arabs systematically prevented its realization by their 
contempt and cruelty. It is now too late for us to become Arab Jews.   3
 
 
This quote points to the general feeling of betrayal that many Arab Jews share towards the Arab world, as 
many Jewish communities were treated as a seperate class of citizens in their countries, and expelled after 
the formation of a Jewish state. Others see Judaism as an ethnicity rather than a religion.  The conflicting 
1 ​Ella Sohat, ​On the Arab Jew, Palestine, and other Displacements,​ selected writing, (London: Pluto Press, 2017)  
2 ​Emily Benichou Gottreich. ​Historicizing the Concept of Arab Jews in the Maghrib​. ​The Jewish Quarterly Review​ ​Vol. 98, No. 4 
(Fall, 2008): 433-451  
3 ​Albert Memmi, ​“Who is an Ara-Jew?”​, ​Israel Academic Committee on the Middle East,​ ​1975 
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terminology of the term “Arab Jew” reveals the relationship of language and ideology as it reflects my 
own identity and the larger diaspora of that community. As a third generation Jewish-Israeli of Yemenite 
and Turkish descent, who immigrated to the U.S., I work toward exploring the transformation of its 
meaning over time within my art practice.​ ​While I identify as an Arab Jew, I am aware of the controversy 
it holds. However, the exclusion of the Palestinian narrative goes hand in hand with the exclusion of my 
own Arab decent as a means of assimilation. The compound term Arab Jew confronts the exlusion of 
Arabness from Israeli society and the formation of Jewishness and Arabness as nationalistic entities. Yet 




















Collective Memory and Representation 
 
Collective memory refers to the shared pool of memories, knowledge and information of a social 
group that is associated with its own identity. It plays a significant role in shaping a collective identity of 
the members of society and their psychological view of themselves and of others. Collective memory can 
evolve through a coincidental sequence of events or it can be strategically targeted as a way to influence 
certain people. There are three main components that shape collective memory.  First, is the cultural 4
significance that controls representations of a certain society, for instance ideology or politics. Next, are 
the elite and influential groups who shape the representation of the past, for example: media, academia 
and the state. And lastly, are the members of society who consume that representation and their 
psychological view of themselves.  
 
Photography from the 19th century in Palestine was one of the earliest tools used to construct 
collective memory between the Middle East  and the West. European delegations of Christian 
photographers, illustrators, and writers visualized the growing interest in the Middle East by highlighting 
Biblical and Christian sites in order to ‘prove’ that the land is empty.  These appeared in literature and 
prints as souvenirs for religious tourism and by doing so, helped to build a moral foundation of 
colonization in Palestine. Images of the Holy Land were in high demand all around the world, with 
tourists and pilgrims consuming photographic prints depicting iconic holy sites and the travel destinations 
they had visited during their time in Palestine. Since cameras were an exclusive device, carried by 
professionals only, the photographic souvenirs mediated the tourist's personal experience and constructed 
4 Wulf Kansteiner “Finding Meaning in Memory: Methodological Critique of Collective Memory Studies”, ​History and Theory  




their memories of the Holy Land.  These were later shared with church groups and family members at 5
home. Such photographs demonstrate how the camera was used to create stereotypes of an idealized past 
through an already established tradition of photography by Westerners and for Westerners based on and 
fed by foreign travel and foreign consumption,  where the groundwork for cultural objectification and 6
thereby subjugation was laid.   
 
During the last quarter of the 19th century, very few of the local population was photographed. 
Western photography in the Middle East was more absorbed in the product of their imagination than with 
the present indigenous communities. In some cases, locals were dressed up and staged as biblical figures. 
Take-home studio portraits were a popular custom from the late 1800s. These recorded tourists dressed up 
in orientalist ​costumes​ provided by the studio. The women would wear a local embroidered dress, cover 
their hair with a headscarf and hold a Middle Eastern vessel on their shoulder. Men would wear a 
traditional “galabieh” and “keffiyeh” and hold a gun or a sword. Yet the painted backdrop would often 
show a generic European forest. These images were influenced by the conception of the Middle East as it 
was depicted in orientalist fiction and travel literature, rather than the environment outside the studio 
doors. They were emblematic of the practice of many western visitors, who focused their attention on a 
self-selected past in order to offer assurance in regards to their own present.  
5 Rona Sela, ​Chalil Raad pictures: 1891-1948, ​(Tel-Aviv, Beit Alim, 2007). 
6 ​Barbara Bair, “The American Colony Photography Department: Western Consumption and ‘Insider’ Commercial Photography” 







In the early 1900s, the Zionist movement had started to use photography as a tool for propaganda. 
Along with the need for Zionist imagery, photography was used as a marketing strategy for national ideas 
as an ideological guide to a society in transition. Early Zionist photography was formulated as a direct 
continuation of colonial ambitions relying on themes of an empty land waiting to be populated, and 
biblical sites that emphasize the legislative right of Jews to return to the Holy Land. These photographs 
were distributed with the funding from the Zionist movement throughout Europe and the United States, 
and played a primary role in forging the Zionist myth that had fully formulated by the 1930’s. Zionist 
photographers had made orientalist studio portraits in the same spirit as the tourist souvenirs from the Old 
City in Jerusalem. Through a search of these portraits, I stumbled upon studio photographs of the Zionist 
photographer, Avrahm Soskin. The photos depict Jewish-Europan women dressed up in Palestinian 
costumes, posing for the camera in orientalist poses. While the sitter for each photo is different, the outfit 







In a postcard series by the photographer Yaacov Ben-Dov, documenting the Bezalel Academy for 
Art and Design in its first years, I find a photo depicting a life drawing class. A group of students are 
gathered around a young Jewish-Yemenite model who is sitting on a tall chair with a scarf on her head. 
One of the drawings is facing the camera and reveals a portrait in process. Yemenite Jews, who began to 
immigrate to Palestine in small numbers starting around 1880, were accepted into the zionist culture as an 
archeological-ethnographic discovery whose existence verified a biblical Hebraic culture preceding the 
Jewish Exile.  7
 
 For the Bezalel artists, Yemenite-Jews represented the survivors of an ancient Hebrew nation.  8
Hiring them as models for classes was a regular part of the Academy’s program.  So many artworks 9
portraying Arabs and Yemenites were made throughout this time in Bezalel. Hardly any of them depict 
them as part of contemporary life. Instead, Bezalel artists focused their attention on a select set of props 
and decorations from Arab and Yementite culture, in order to resurrect their own biblical ancestry. The 
7 ​Denotes the fate of the Israelites who were taken into exile from Israel during the 8th century BCE, and the Judahites from the 
Kingdom of Judah who were taken into exile during the 6th century BCE. 
8 Yael Guilat, “The Yemeni Ideal in Israeli Culture and Arts” ​Israel Studies​, Volume 6, Number 3, (Fall 2001): 26-53.  
9 Guy Raz, “​Yementie portrait​”, ​Erev Rav​, April 2012 (Hebrew). 
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Yemenite model in Ben-Dov’s postcard, along with the Palestinian dress and vessel in Soskin’s studio, 
reduce the Arab identity to an empty shell able to be filled with orientalist ideas. This bizarre combination 
of fantasy, documentation and self affirmation ends up reconstructing the non-European World for 













Collective Memory and Assimilation  
There are as many memories as there are groups, that memory is by nature multiple and yet specific; collective, plural, and yet 
individual. History, on the other hand, belongs to everyone and to no one. 
Pierre Nora, ​Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Memoire​ (1989)  
 
Collective memory plays an important role when it comes to conflicts. It is constructed in a 
manner that supports the interests of the party that defines it. Collective Memory is also a pivotal 
apparatus in the Zionist politics of Israel as a “Europe of the Middle East”. This concept was established 
under a strong sense of shame and fear of Semitism post World War II. The term “Melting Pot” was used 
not as a​ description of a process, but as an official governmental doctrine of assimilating Jewish 
immigrants from varying cultures. This was performed on many educational, social and psychological 
levels​ in which Arab Jews experienced systematic inequalities throughout the establishments of the Israeli 
state. The view of Mizrahim as oppressed third world people goes alongside the dominant discourse 
within Israel and is disseminated by the western media outside of it. According to that discourse, 
European Zionism ‘rescued’ Arab Jews from the harsh role of their Arab ‘captors’ by taking them out of 
‘primitive conditions’ of poverty and ushering them into a modern Western society characterized by 
tolerance, democracy and human values. In a 1954 documentary movie about the newcomers from Iraq 
and Iran and their reception in Israel, the narrator says: 
You glimpse the newcomers, some transfigures, others are unable to comprehend yet what freedom will mean. And 
Now they tumble out, hungry, often airsick. Looking like creatures from “Arabian Nights”. It's a colorful sight but 
barely a pretty one. Yet you watch and ponder: some of these people may have been well to do or even wealthy, but you 
can't tell now because they are all penniless. They're goods and money pillaged from the arabs. All they own in the 
world is what they have managed to carry with them- the rugs and scraps on their back, the children in their arms. And 
the clothing! a sort of weird costume ball unfolds in front of you. Amusing, bizzare, pathetic. You walk among them and 
ponder: how much time, how much skilled effort will be needed to bridge the centuries? To take these representatives 
of the middle ages and assimilate them into a progressive western civilization?   10
 
10 Doron Solomons, “National Geographic”, ​Vimeo​, video file, 2004, ​https://vimeo.com/8963548 
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While the patronizing language of the narrator exemplifies the general attitude towards Arab Jews in 
Israel, ​another propaganda movie from the 50’s, ​Homeland Roots​ demonstrates the ways in which that 
attitude was performed. ​Homeland Roots​ exemplifies the subjected representation of Arab Jews through 
the relationship of a military teacher Ruthy and her student Saadia. The movie starts with the following: 
 
Ruthy graduated from highschool in one of the cities in Israel, Saadia was brought to Israel through Operation Magic Carpet . Ruthy 11
was recruited to the IDF (Israeli Defence Force ) and became a military teacher, Saadia lives in the transit camp…. Ruthy is learning 
how to be an educator as part of the commander cours. She is surrounded with a clean environment, discipline, and most of all- light 
and happiness. Saadia is ignorant and dirty, he is far from the light. Two separate worlds, the world of saadia and the world of Ruthy. 
In the name of light, Ruthy is walking down into the dark world of the transit camps. Ruthy will bring light into Saadia’s world . 12
 
 
Homeland Roots​ shows the steps taken to westernize Saadia and his class. They learn how to read and 
write in hebrew, how to eat with a fork and a knife, and are taught not to smoke and to follow Zionist 
values of collectivness. When Saadia is scared and decides to run away, he gets lost in a storm until Ruthy 
the teacher saves him. The last part of the movie shows Saadia and his class wearing IDF  uniforms 13
while an Israeli flag is raised into the air.  
 
Because Isareli military service is mandatory for all, the IDF is ingrained into the power 
dynamics of Israeli society. ​Homeland Roots ​shows that military service can promise acceptance and a 
‘brighter future’ for those in need. ​Israel’s militaristic ethos of a “people’s army” reinforces the 
perception of the IDF as the admission ticket to Israeliness itself. ​In the 1950’s, less than 15% 
Mizrahi-Jews served in the Israeli military, and IDF statistics show a high number of desertions. Second 
and third generations were able to assimilate themselves with a high military rank. The function of this 
assimilation however, is ​tied to de-Arabizing Mizrahi identity, a self-destructive dynamic leading many 
11 ​An operation between June 1949 and September 1950 that brought 49,000 Yemenite Jews to the new state of Israel. 
12 ​IDF and Defence Establishment Archive, “Homeland Roots”, ​YouTube,​ video file, 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aal9qdjr8js&list=FLUYQvHF2cM-pgSHHqIMBsiQ&index=30  
13 Israeli Defence Force 
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Mizrahi-Jews to adopt right wing ideology, anchored in white supremacism. Yet, the tracking  of 14
Mizrahim citizens began way before military service, with the development towns, ​designed in the 1950’s 
to provide permanent ​housing for Arab Jewish immigrants in ​peripheral areas. These were ​located in the 
margin of the country, along its borders and on the front lines with warring nations. Tracking also sent 
Mizrahi teenagers to vocational schools , ​which leads to manual labor jobs and lowers their chances for 15
higher education. But perhaps the most shocking outcome of the Mizrahi oppression is that the history, 
culture and language of the Jewish communities coming from Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Syria, Turkey, 
Yemen, Iran, Persia etc, have perished from the public eye. ​Mizrahi intellectuals have dealt with and 
reflected on this subject, however, the majority of the Mizrahi community have no access to their legacy. 
Because of this, Mizrahi Identity could only be maintained and preserved entirely through the private 
sphere: through family, community, food and music (and for some, religion too). And yet, at the same 
time, it is excluded from the public sphere: from the educational system, media, and national identity. In 










14 In Sociology: ​separating students by academic ability into groups for all subjects or certain classes and curriculum within a 
school. 





Food and Hospitality as a Vehicle of Remembering  
 
In Middle-Eastern cultures, food is the essential expression of a longstanding tradition of 
hospitality. While every culture has its own specificities, it is common while hosting to offer an 
abundance of food meant to make the guest feel welcome. Hospitality in the Middle-East also holds an 
element of gamesmanship demonstrating you have sacrificed time, money, and are a good cook; maybe 
even better than your guests. Perhaps, for this reason, family recipes were often kept within the family, 
and it was uncommon to share them outside of that circle. Every family has their way of making a 
particular dish that was their signature within local flavors and recipes. It was also a way of preserving a 
kind of “DNA” and ancestry. A recipe kept for generations was, in a way, an indicator of legacy. In Arab 
Jewish communities, this habit changed with the massive immigration waves around the 40s and 50s. 
People started sharing recipes as a way to remember old neighbors and friends and to get to know new 
ones. In an interview for the Oxford Symposium on Food And Cookery in 2006, food writer and cultural 
anthropologist, Claudia Roden tells about her experience as an Egyptian-Jew who immigrated to London:  
I was born in Cairo and I went to school in Paris for three years and then came to London to study Art. While I was a 
student of Art, my parents were forced to leave Egypt, all the people of my Jewish community left in masse in 1956. 
They came here and it was a very traumatic time for them. I was thrown into that community of refugees, exiles, asylum 
seekers you would call them now...One of the things that I noticed most of all, apart from asking where everybody was, 
where had they gone, what were they doing, people were exchanging recipes and they were saying - ‘do you remember 
your recipe for the chocolate cake, please give it to me ‘... ‘give it to me, I will never see you again, so it is something 
that I will remember you by’.. and then I started recording and collecting. In Egypt people never gave each other 
recipes, they stayed in the family. But in London, we wanted to collect recipes...Because we really did grieve the loss of 
what we knew. Grieve a country that we thought we would never see again..One of the things we could salvage was the 
things that we ate. Because life was about hospitality, because we visited each other, we got to eat from different 
people all these different foods .   16
 
I, too, remember my grandparents exchanging recipes with their neighbors and family. In particular, I 
remember a distant family member from Istanbul who would come for a visit once a year. They would 
16 ​Interview with Claudia Roden,​OXFORD SYMPOSIUM ON FOOD AND COOKERY ORAL HISTORY PROJECT​, Privacy & 
Terms, ​Technological University Dublin 
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dedicate a whole day of their stay to cook in my grandparents kitchen and make some of their delicacies: 
Cheese sambousek with scallion and black pepper, spinach Bourek and fried Kubba. All of these required 
skilled hands and expertise in working with different doughs. We would go to great lengths to preserve 
these delicacies so they could be enjoyed in the coming months. Mizrahi food somehow endured 
generations of cultural oppression and forces of assimilation in Israeli culture. It is one of the fundamental 
remnants of this community today. Food and hospitality, above all, played a significant role in 
remembering and maintaining a historical identity among Mizrahi Jews. One of the reasons is that home 
cooking is part of the private circle of family, friends and neighbors and was never institutionalized. 
Another reason is the close geographic proximity, which allowed the use of similar products and 
ingredients around the Middle East. It's the European Jews who needed to adjust and learn new ways of 
cooking. In the 1930s, the first zionist cookbook, ​How to Cook in Palestine​ by Dr. Erna Meyer, 
intruduces local ingredients and cooking methods to the European housewife. The book start with the 
following: 
The difference in climates and the necessary adjustment arising out of these differences compel the European 
housewife to make many drastic changes, particularly in her cooking- a change not so easy to achieve as it may seem. 




While Jewish-European housewives learned how to use olive oil, okra, eggplant and local tomatoes, 
Mizrahi families didn't need any introductions to palestinian agriculture and its produce. The early 
pioneers and first immigrants from Europe were happy to abandon the “Yiddish” food of Russia and 
Poland as a revolt against an oppressive past. Middle-Eastern cooking was a new and liberating territory. 
Yet, for Mizrahi Jews, food is a continuation. It brings to life something that they have carried with them 
from their past and tells the story of disappearing cultures and displacements. Perhaps, above all, Mizrahi 
food tells the story of migration, and shows how different communities moved and mixed into different 
regions. Mizrahi food remembers and actively maintains its own culture.  
17Dr. Erna Meyer,  ​How to cook in palestine​,​ ​Women's International Zionist Organization (WIZO)​, 1936 
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 Thesis Exhibition: Sharing Recipes is Sharing Knowledge 
 
 ​Terroir is ​a set of environmental factors, for instance climate and soil, that affect the particular 
variety and flavors of a landscape. When ​J​osep Pla, Catalan journalist and writer, said: “cooking is 
landscape in a saucepan”, he referred to the poetics of ​terroir. ​ My work, however,  references a 
landscape that does not exist: a table with Kubaneh, a Yemenite bread, paired with Matbucha, a spicy 
Maghrebi salad of cooked tomatoes and peppers. Or Morrocon fried sardines (mejujin), stuffed with 






The notion of imagined landscape echoes in my thesis installation, not only through the making 
of food but also through a series of ceramic works: a cup, a plate, a vessel. These carry out the 
representation of the Middle-Eastern ceramics; those from ancient times, those from the tourist 
photographs of the 19th century and lastly, from my memory of the landscape that surrounded me back in 
Jerusalem. Ceramic is one of the earliest materials used to make one of the first cultural inventions; a 
thing that holds something . These everyday containers are caught up within a conflicting position of 18
function and display. They are used as receivers of stories and the delivery for food. For this reason, the 
exhibition operates both on a representational and performative level. To expand this notion, a 
semi-functioning kitchen with a table at its center will be featured in the installation. Eating in a kitchen, 
as opposed to a dining room, is associated with casual, informal gatherings. It is a space for continuous 
and collaborative dynamics, where the act of “making '' is bound with the act of “consuming”. My work is 
committed to these aspects. The turn to hospitality came from the need to address everyday enjoyment of 
eating around a table: socializing among friends, connections with strangers, and the warmth of a ritual. 
Asking people to be together is, in a sense, an alternative to the divisive political climate of the U.S. and 
the Middle-East. Passing through a curtain into the space of the show, is a marker for this transformation; 
moving from one space to the other, crossing a border, stepping into a backstage of a show. As a whole, I 
am proposing an intimate space for these elements to co-exist: an installation of ceramic sculptures, 
serving vessels, and a communal space for sharing food where all meals are ingrained within larger 
systems of power, history, culture, and emotion.  
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